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                       AHOY THERE! 
                         Issue 14        June 2016 
 
 

 
 

Welcome to the summer edition of Ahoy There! The season is now in full 
swing, Freedom is back in action with a new propellor, there are plenty of 
summer events on the calendar, and we have a full magazine for you.  
 

Wishing you happy summer sailing! 
Amanda 
 
Chairman's Chat       
 
Well, we've certainly had a busy couple of months since our last 
newsletter! 
 
First I have to say how very glad I am to have Freedom back in action; after a lot of 
hard work from a number of our volunteers, both skippers and crew, she’s got a 
brand new propeller, and has been brought right back up to scratch with some other 
repairs and replacements. It’s great to see her out and about again and to know we 
have two boats available for our members, especially now we have the weather and 
the demand to fill them both! 
 
Secondly, I have to boast a little, just a little, about our participation in the 
Eddystone Charitable Sailing Pursuit on 18 June. This year we surpassed ourselves 
and entered four boats; Free Spirit and Freedom of course, but also Mollymauk, Dave 
and Sarah Smith’s boat, and Motet, Frank and Lisa’s boat, who both also sailed for 
DSA to help raise much needed funds. We also had the most disabled people taking 
part. And Free Spirit and Freedom were almost the biggest fund raisers. All the boats 
had a hugely enjoyable sail out to the Eddystone lighthouse and back, and a great 
day ending with a prize giving ceremony in the Plymouth Aquarium. Every team was 
presented with a piece of Dartington glass commemorating their participation in the 
event. But the icing on the cake was when we came to the final prize of the evening. 
I have to confess to being a little shocked when it was announced that Free Spirit 
had won the special Eleanor Creeke ‘Spirit of the Event’ award. So were our people 
on the boat – they’d all gone to get an early night before their 5am start and long 
sail home the next day, except Amanda who was driving me home after the prize 
giving. So in a haze of utter surprise Amanda went up and collected the trophy – a 
beautiful Dartington glass short decanter, and, best of all for all of us, a monetary 
prize of £500 for our charity.  
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Thirdly, I’m very pleased to say that our AGM went off really well. It was our 11th 
annual AGM and was held on 28 May at the Preston Conservative Club. It was on a 
Saturday, on the bank holiday weekend, and on a day of brilliant blue skies, and so 
we were grateful for the support of those who came along, including our local MP 
Kevin Foster, who is an active supporter of ours. We got the business done quickly, 
and I can report that we have made further strides in strengthening our corporate 
governance, unanimously approving the revised and updated Memorandum and 
Articles of Association and the Policy Booklet. I gave a special vote of thanks to the 
wonderful Paul Willmott who was retiring after three years of fantastic support as our 
President. Shirley made a presentation to Paul, and we look forward to seeing him on 
the boats in his new cap, if only to rival my headgear! There’s a few words from Paul 
to everyone below. Harding Jenkins, our new President, then spoke to the meeting 
about his background and passion for the sea. We look forward to having Harding as 
President. After our meeting closed we moved on to a light buffet and chats; it’s 
always a great pleasure for me to be able to talk to you in person at these 
gatherings. 
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On the same day as the AGM we were also supporting Try A Boat in Torquay 
harbour. You can read more about it below. 
 
Finally, a couple of fundraising pleas. As you know, with our decision to buy a new 
boat to replace Freedom, we have a very large fundraising task ahead of us. I'm 
always very grateful to those of you who contribute in any way to our events, 
whether you put money into our buckets and collecting boxes, or donate your time to 
making the events happen. It of course actually takes a lot, a lot more than just 
dropping a coin into a bucket, to put an event together and to run it on the day - 
organising items for the event, transporting items, setting up and manning stands, 
talking to visitors, taking things down after the event, and so on. We especially need 
your help with this - I can't tell you how important this sort of support is to us. Coins 
in the buckets are great, but getting these events off the ground is key to creating 
the opportunity for more people to drop more coins into our buckets. So please do 
think about giving us some of your time - it really does add value to DSA. Please 
don't leave it all to me and Bev! 
 
One almost effortless way in which you can also help us is to use Easyfundraising - 
this takes very little of your time to set up, and then can have big benefits for us - 
one of our members booked a holiday through it and raised £80 for DSA which we 
will receive shortly by cheque. We tend to spend hours on the computer, shopping, 
buying holidays, booking events, so while you're on it, do it through Easyfundraising 
and raise some money for DSA by just sitting at your screen! Either go to the website 
or follow the instructions on our Facebook page. Don’t forget to install the donation 
reminder so you never miss out on opportunities! 
https://www.easyfundraising.org.uk/causes/dsa/ 
 
 
From Paul Willmott, President from 2013-2016 
 
In the ten years I have been involved with the Disabled Sailing Association, from the 
getting of Freedom through the Lottery Grant, then Free Spirit, I can honestly say I 
have been proud to have served as President over the last three of those years. 
The Association has grown both in numbers, public awareness and respect for our 
activity. It really does make me chuffed to speak to folks as they stare down from 
the harbour in admiration of our two very smart boats and wonder what Disabled 
Sailing Association is all about. To say with pride that I am a part of it as we all are. 
Keep telling people about the adventure we all get from sailing and what a difference 
it makes to us. Now I wish my successor, Harding Jenkins sincere good wishes. 
Harding sailed out with me way back and his knowledge of the Bay, seamanship and 
care are commendable. I know he will serve the needs of the Association and all who 
sail out with him to the very best of his ability. 
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Try A Boat 
 
Try A Boat took place in Torquay Harbour on 28 and 29 May. Our DSA boat was 
skippered by Andrew Wilkinson with Paul Holborn, Stephanie Williams and Paul Sayer 
crewing. They did a sterling job on both days, and raised the increasingly strong 
profile of DSA further still. Here's what British Marine said after the event: 
 
17 June 2016 
Dear David 
On behalf of the South West Board of British Marine I have been asked to write a letter expressing 
our sincere thanks to Torbay Disabled Sailing for the help and assistance at Try A Boat 2016. 
At the recent Board meeting, the contribution from Torbay Disabled Sailing, was noted by the 
Board in the Minutes. The Board understand the time and effort everyone puts in to make these 
events such a success and were keen to express their particular thanks to those who clearly gave 
up a significant amount of their own time over a Bank Holiday weekend. 
The event took over 332 people afloat over two days (only marginally less than Dartmouth last 
year) and numerous enquiries were received for training, college courses, membership and even 
brokerage. 
. 
Kind regards 
Paul Singer 
Secretary and Treasurer 
 
On behalf of 
Chairman: Jonathan Fielding, Marine Associates 
Vice Chairman: Hannah Cash, Yachting Lawyers 

 
A huge success and well deserved recognition! But it has to be said that it was a 
pretty intensive day on the Sunday for our skipper and crew, with back to back 
departures all day. We really need more volunteers to enable us to keep doing this 
sort of event without sapping the stamina of a small team, so please, please do see if 
you can give your time and support to any future ones. 
 

 
The first Torbay Air Show 
 
This new event to the bay was held on 10 to 12 June and we had a 
stand onshore which raised over £200 and a DSA boat out on each 
of the three days.  
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So many of you really enjoy getting out on our boats, and all the more so when it’s 
combined with a special event like this. It's always wonderful to have your feedback, 
and we are grateful to Bryan Radford who kindly wrote to us after his trip out with 
DSA on Saturday 11 June. Here's what he wrote: 
 
 

A NEW MEMBER’S SAILING DAY 

 
It was “spitting” with rain as I boarded the bus at Exeter bound for Torquay and the 
DSA’s new boat Free Spirit.   This was to be my second sail as a new DSA member so 
you can imagine my disappointment as the drizzle increased and Brixham 
disappeared in the mist – I feared it was not going to be the best of trips – but how 
wrong I was! 
 
As we left harbour with no wind there was little option other than to motor to our 
intended destination of Ansteys Cove.  In the warm humid air and flat calm sea we 
made good progress and arrived a little before lunch, giving time to look and enjoy 
the delights of the extraordinary rock formations of this area.  This was a rare treat 
for me as it brought memories flooding back of fitter times when I regularly visited 
this cove with my own boat - all the way from my berth at Topsham. We motored on 
to Babbacombe and then Maidencombe where we anchored for lunch and pondered 
the new building work of the area instigated by the new owner Peter de Savary. 
 
It wasn’t too long before our experienced skipper (Len Skinner) noted an increasing 
breeze and thus the opportunity to sail back to Torquay.  Taking advantage of a full 
Mainsail and Jib we made speedy progress across the water with only the swish of 
water breaking the silence.  All the while the cloud was breaking to eventually reveal 
an almost cloudless sky.   At around 2 o’clock the sound of approaching aircraft 
excited us all as we remembered that this weekend it was Torbay Air Show.  With a 
unanimous decision all thoughts of getting back to the berth at the harbour were 
abandoned in favour of staying out and moving on towards an area just off Paignton 
where reputedly the action was going to take place.   Len skilfully and unobtrusively 
positioned Free Spirit within just a few yards of the exclusion zone and almost in 
direct line of the flight-path buoys – even one of the marshals came over and 
commented on the excellent positioning! 
 
By this time the weather was nothing short of perfect and we were treated to an 
amazing air display right over our heads.  All the while our long suffering and non 
complaining crew member (Paul Sayer) made us endless cups of tea and coffee - 
very good he was at it too!  After watching aerobatic teams such The Blades and 
Wing-Walkers it was time for the highlight of the display.  With a massive roar and 
seemingly from out of nowhere the Typhoon Aircraft arrived, much to the delight of 
Alex Stanbury who could scarcely contain his excitement and enthusiasm as he 
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continuously kept his Dad (Graham Stanbury) updated of the Typhoon’s 
whereabouts.  Prior to the plane finally flying off it made a vertical climb right over 
the boat and we were treated to the sight and heat of the after-burners as well as 
the noise and huge vibration which comes from such powerful engines – absolutely 
amazing!. 
 
Much later than originally planned we were back in harbour and soon on our way 
back home – for me that meant catching the bus back to Exeter where it was still 
raining.  What a fantastic day and many thanks to all on board who made the day so 
memorable – it just goes to show you shouldn’t judge the outcome of a day by a 
morning’s drop of rain. 
 
Happy sailing, 
Bryan Radford 
 
 
Freedom's journey back to recovery 
 
Poor Freedom had a few troubles, before the season really kicked off, but still putting 
us under pressure to get her fully operational again, especially before the Eddystone 
Pursuit. The main issue was the loss of her propellor which sheared off in the 
harbour. Both Rick and Clinton were brave enough to dive in the muck and mirk to 
try to find it, a really unpleasant and difficult task, and Clinton eventually finding it 
saved us some £200. Freedom was then towed down to Darthaven for repair, but 
because of the timing in the event of the delivery of the part from Japan, we took 
the decision to tow her back to Torquay to save mooring fees while awaiting delivery. 
The passage back, with Free Spirit towing Freedom, was eerily beautiful as you can 
see from the shot taken just off the Mew Stone. Len and Dave took the opportunity 
of the flat sea and easy motoring on both the way down and back to do some repair 
jobs, replacing the belt on Free Spirit's life raft, and especially fixing Free Spirit's loo, 
which spent a lot of the journey up on the deck. 
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So once the part had arrived from Japan, Freedom was taken down to Darthaven 
again, this time with Chris Taylor kindly giving her a tow behind his fishing boat. This 
time while Freedom was at Darthaven she was lifted out of the water so that the anti 
fouling could be done. If you've ever wondered what she looks like below the water 
have a look at the photo. The weather was kind to us and Freedom's new anti 
following dried off nicely.  And now she's back, looking good, in full service again. 
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Caption competition! 
 
I know I'm asking for a lot of trouble here, but there's a small prize for the best 
caption to go with this photo and we'll publish the winning caption in the next 
magazine. 
 

 
 
 
Combe Pafford School 
 
The school caters for pupils aged 8-19 who have moderate learning difficulties, and 
possibly also physical disabilities, Autism Spectrum Condition or complex needs. Nick 
James is a governor at the school and invited them along to some sailing days. Three 
groups from the school have had days out on the boats so far this summer. The 
pictures speak for themselves. 
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The Eddystone Charitable Sailing Pursuit - 18 June 
 
A bit of background first about this event for those who may not be so familiar with 
it! It's termed a "fun pursuit" from Plymouth Sound out to the Eddystone lighthouse 
and back, a distance of some 26 miles. It's the South West's largest sailing event, 
and the third largest sailing event in the country. It's open to all classes from open 
60s to small keel boats to racing yachts, so long as they are raising funds for a cause 
which 'aims to benefit the human condition'. It is organised by a trust which 
additionally donates prize money to boats according to their performance on the day 
and fund raising success. The event was originated some 15 years ago by Julia 
Creeke, who established the trust in memory of her mother. Julia, who is now 75, 
and has herself done many thousands of miles at sea, cared for her mother who lived 
with Alzheimer's for last 6 years of her life. 
 
There were 6 of us on Free Spirit for the day. With mainly grey skies but no rain, and 
a light WNW wind, it was an easy course, straight out and back. Although it wasn't a 
race as such, rather a "fun pursuit", it was timed, and there were definitely some 
more active "competitors" than others in the line up. 
 
The departures over the starting line were staggered. We and our sister ship 
Freedom were slated to start together at 10.05. Freedom seemed to jump the start 
gun by 5 minutes, and sailed off on her way, while we turned and waited patiently. 
By the time we were over the starting line Freedom was way ahead. We still say 
Freedom cheated, but there's no doubt that on the day once they were underway 
they sailed brilliantly, performed better and were a lot faster than us. But we didn't 
care, we were out at sea, Steve was having a great time on the helm, and we had a 
lot of fun on the way. 
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Here's Kerstin checking the chart for Plymouth - it is a 
little disconcerting at first glance for the uninitiated to 
note an Explosives Dumping Ground (Disused), two 
Firing Practice Areas, a Submarine Exercise Area, and a 
military wreck.  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
First sightings of the Eddystone were exciting. 
We had long since lost sight of Freedom. And 
Dave M on Mollymauk had been in touch to say 
they had seen us heading towards the 
lighthouse as they were already on the 
homeward bound leg, (with most of the other 
64 boats it has to be said).  
 

 
Soon we were really closing in on the 
Eddystone. A surprisingly vicious looking reef 
of rocks skirted the tower. Were those in fact 
seals on the rocks below the lighthouse? 
Seals on the rocks or on the helipad, we 
didn't care, the pasties were in the oven and 
smelling good, and Andrew spurred us on to 
round the Eddystone so we could get on with 
eating them. 
 
 The homeward leg was a picturesque ride with the sails of our fellow participants 
dotted along the route to Plymouth Sound. There was a peal of extra toots from the 
organisers as we finally crossed the line, with all of us waving and yelling that we’d 
finally made it, and looking forward to catching up with our friends on Freedom who 
had so roundly beaten us. 
 
That evening after fish and chips al fresco we went along to the prize giving 
ceremony in the Plymouth Aquarium. There were many prizes given to worthy 
winners in multiple categories, and we had reached the end of the evening where the 
final prize was being introduced. To be honest I was thinking about logistics for how 
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to get my car to the Aquarium to pick up Dave M when it suddenly dawned on me 
that the compère was talking about Free Spirit. 
 
To the best of my recollection the description of the final prize winner being given by 
the compère went something like this: "The boat that won this prize set off this 
morning with its sister ship, and came home last, a good last, in fact some 45 
minutes after the previous boat in. It had us organisers a bit concerned such we 
checked with the boat to see if all was OK, but we were told that all was just fine 
thanks, they were just enjoying the sail, and indeed when we finally saw the boat 
come over the line there was nothing but happy faces on board. What's more this 
boat has raised over £4,000 in sponsorship."  
 
You know of course - Free Spirit won the special Eleanor Creeke prize for the boat 
that best captured the “Spirit of the Event”. We were presented with a beautiful 
Dartington glass short decanter with a silver neck, engraved with two yachts either 
side of the Eddystone, and the challenge name and date, and a £500 additional 
donation from the Eddystone Trust to our charity. It was a wonderful award for us to 
receive – it seemed to sum up our spirited boat and the huge fun we had doing the 
event, and to represent exactly what the DSA is all about. For those of us on Free 
Spirit coming last never felt so good! 

 
 
Forthcoming events 

 
3 July: Lions Fun Day, Babbacombe Downs - we have a stall, so come along, or 
better still, let Shirley have any offers of support manning the stand on the day. 
 
16-17 July and 30-31 July: Salcombe trips. 
 
13-14 August: Topsham weekend 
 
16-18 August: Plymouth Fireworks Championship. 
 

 


